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Abstract. Magnetotactic bacteria are aquatic microorganisms with the
ability to swim along the ﬁeld lines of a magnetic ﬁeld, which in their
natural environment is provided by the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth.
They do so with the help of specialized magnetic organelles called mag-
netosomes, vesicles containing magnetic crystals. Magnetosomes are
aligned along cytoskeletal ﬁlaments to give linear structures that can
function as intracellular compass needles. The predominant viewpoint
is that the cells passively align with an external magnetic ﬁeld, just like
a macroscopic compass needle, but swim actively along the ﬁeld lines,
propelled by their ﬂagella. In this minireview, we give an introduction
to this intriguing bacterial behavior and discuss recent advances in
understanding it, with a focus on the swimming directionality, which
is not only aﬀected by magnetic ﬁelds, but also by gradients of the
oxygen concentration.
1 Introduction
The magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth has been key to human navigation for about 1000
years, but it is also used for navigation by animals such as migrating birds and
ﬁsh [1]. Even the motion of some microorganism is guided by magnetic ﬁelds. This
behavior, called magnetotaxis, is found in magnetotactic bacteria, a phylogenetically
diverse group of aquatic bacteria [2,3]. These bacteria align along magnetic ﬁelds with
the help of a chain of organelles containing magnetic nanoparticles (magnetosomes),
which acts as a compass needle, and swim along the ﬁeld lines with the help of their
ﬂagella.
Magnetotactic bacteria were ﬁrst described in 1963 by Bellini who isolated and
characterized bacteria that followed a magnetic ﬁeld from various water samples [4].
However, his reports, written in Italian, remained largely unknown. Magnetotactic
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bacteria were established as a ﬁeld of research following their independent discovery
by Blakemore 12 years later [5], soon after which the physical nature of the intracel-
lular compass was established [6]. Since then, magnetotactic bacteria have attracted
the interest of microbiologists, materials scientists and physicists alike. Today, re-
search on magnetotactic bacteria is a multidisciplinary quest that encompasses several
interconnected lines of research. Magnetotactic bacteria provide a model system for
compartmentalization and intracellular structure formation in bacterial cells [2,3] and
pose some intriguing questions related to their evolution [7]. Moreover, they can be
used as a microbial model system for biomineralization, the controlled formation of
mineral material in a biological organism [3]. In particular, an understanding how
they control shape and size of the magnetic nanoparticles is expected to lead to
improvements in the synthesis of such particles in the lab [8]. From a physics per-
spective, they provide ideal model systems to study how generic physical ﬁelds (the
magnetic ﬁelds) work together with speciﬁc biological control mechanisms: Impor-
tantly, magnetism provides new biological functions, but also imposes new constraints
that the cells have to deal with.
In this minireview, we will focus on magnetotactic bacteria as microswimmers
that respond to directional clues and that may be steered with external ﬁelds. After a
general description of the morphology of these cells and their magnetic apparatus as
well as their propulsion mechanism, we will speciﬁcally discuss the alignment of the
bacteria and their trajectories with the magnetic ﬁeld as well as their movements in
magnetic ﬁelds and oxygen gradients. We also give a brief outlook towards synthetic
magnetic microswimmers for which magnetotactic bacteria serve as inspiration. For
a broad overview of research on magnetotactic bacteria, we refer to Refs. [2,3,9–11].
2 Magnetotactic bacteria
In the following, we give a description of the main features of a magnetotactic bac-
terium. Before doing so, we want to emphasize that magnetotactic bacteria are a
diverse group, both morphologically and phylogenetically, and that all aspects of
cellular structure described below vary considerably between species of magnetotac-
tic bacteria. Cells come in various shapes: round (cocci), rod-shaped, spirilla, even
multicellular. They show a wide variety of magnetosome numbers, particle sizes and
particle shapes. Some species have a single chain, some multiple chains. While the
best studied magnetotactic bacteria have magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles [6], some
species have been found to use greigite (Fe3S4) instead [12]. Likewise, the motility
apparatus can display various organizations such as a single ﬂagellum or a bundle of
ﬂagella at one pole or two ﬂagella at opposite poles [13]. Furthermore, ﬂagella can
have diﬀerent organizations with respect to the magnetosome chain.
Here we will focus on the case of the Magnetospirilla, which are the best studied
magnetotactic bacteria. The magnetospirilla (speciﬁcally M. gryphiswaldense MSR-1
[14] and M. magneticum AMB-1) have become somewhat of a standard in the ﬁeld
because they were among the ﬁrst that could be cultured in the lab and because
genetic tools are available enabling mechanistic studies based on mutants. Figure 1
shows an idealized sketch of such a bacterium as well as a representative electron
microscopy image of several cells of M. gryphiswaldense.
A typical magnetospirillum cell is about three microns long, with a chain of ∼ 20
magnetosomes extending along the long axis of the cell and two ﬂagella, one at
each cell pole. The magnetosome chain is about 1μm long and the magnetosomes
have a size of ∼50 nm in diameter. The magnetosomes are membrane-enclosed com-
partments that contain a crystalline magnetic nanoparticle, which consists of the
iron oxide magnetite, Fe3O4. In M. gryphiswaldense MSR-1, the nanocrystals are
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Fig. 1. Cellular structure of a magnetotactic bacterium: (A) electron micrograph of M.
gryphiswaldense cells and (B) schematic sketch of a cell with the magnetosome chain and
ﬂagella.
aligned with the 〈111〉 direction parallel to the chain axis [15]. Furthermore, this
axis is also the easy axis of magnetization and corresponds to the direction of the
magnetic moment. Importantly, the size of the magnetite nanoparticles is such that
they are single-domain ferrimagnetic and have a permanent magnetic dipole moment
with maximal magnetization. Smaller magnetite particles ( 35 nm) are superpara-
magnetic and have no permanent dipole moment, larger particles ( 100 nm) have
multiple magnetic domains with diﬀerent magnetic orientation and thus a lower av-
erage magnetization [16]. The dipole moment of a spherical magnetite particle with a













where m1,2 are the magnetic moments of the two particles and r12 is the vector con-
necting them. Correspondingly, the attractive force between two such particles with
their magnetic moments oriented parallel to r12, which corresponds to the minimal






For two magnetite particles of diameter 50 nm, separated only by their surround-
ing membranes (taken as a gap of 10 nm between the two particles), this gives a
force of 44 pN. This is a signiﬁcant force for intracellular conditions – for example,
forces generated by molecular motors and polymerization processes are in the range of
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1–10 pN [17]. Thus magnetic forces can be expected to aﬀect intracellular processes,
for example during cell division [18,19]. However, the interaction energies and forces
are quite sensitive to the distance between the particles and the force decreases quickly
if that distance is increased.
Size and shape of the magnetic nanocrystals are tightly controlled by an array of
proteins that are associated with the magnetosomes. The genes encoding these pro-
teins are mostly located in one genomic region of 130 kb, the so-called magnetotactic
island [20]. A core set of almost 30 genes is conserved between diﬀerent species of
magnetotactic bacteria, but not found in non-magnetic species and appears to be
required for the formation and organization of magnetosomes [3,9]. The iron required
for the biomineralization process is taken up from the growth medium. If the bacteria
are grown in the absence of iron, they form empty magnetosome vesicles without
crystals. De novo magnetosome formation can be studied by “feeding” iron to these
bacteria [21–23].
The magnetosome particles are attached to a cytoskeletal structure, the so-called
magnetosome ﬁlament [24,25]. This ﬁlament extends along the long axis of the cell.
It consists of the protein MamK, a bacterial relative of the eukaryotic cytoskeletal
protein actin. Another protein important for the chain structure is MamJ, which is
believed to act as a linker between the magnetosomes and the ﬁlament (and possibly
also between neighboring magnetosomes). One role of the ﬁlament is to stabilize the
magnetosome chain in the straight conﬁguration [26], but the polymerization and/or
depolymerization of the ﬁlament may also have dynamic roles in the formation and
positioning of the magnetosome chain [23,27].
3 Propulsion: The bacterial flagellum
Any bacterial taxis as well as directional motion of synthetic microswimmers requires
mechanisms for propulsion and for directionality. As mentioned already, the propul-
sion of magnetotactic bacteria, just like the swimming of many non-magnetic bacterial
species, is based on the rotation of their ﬂagella, long and thin helical ﬁlaments driven
by a rotary motors in the cell membrane [28]. In the simplest description, bacterial
ﬂagella can be understood as rigid helical objects, which locally have cylindrical shape.
Propulsion is based on the anisotropic friction of a rod-like particle in a viscous ﬂuid,
which experiences larger drag when pulled in a direction perpendicular to its axis
than when pulled parallel to its axis (see also Ref. [29]). Due to their chiral structure
of the ﬂagellar helix, this anisotropic friction leads to a coupling of the rotation and
translation of the helix, such that the rotation driven by the ﬂagellar motor, results
in a translational movement of the ﬂagellum and with it of the cell body. The latter
rotates in the opposite direction in order to balance the torques.
Within the description sketched so far and additional approximations for long
and thin ﬂagella, the following expression can be derived for the velocity of the bac-
terium [30]:











The ﬁrst term corresponds to an overall velocity scale, which depends on the pitch
angle α and the radius R of the helix (Fig. 2) as well as on the angular velocity ωm
of the motor. The term in the middle reﬂects the requirement for anisotropic friction,
ξ⊥ and ξ‖ are the friction coeﬃcients per unit length of a rod pulled perpendicular
or parallel to the direction of its axis, respectively. This term is of order one, because
ξ⊥ ≈ 2ξ‖ for long rods [30]. The last term expresses the dependence on the geometric
parameters of the helix (Fig. 2) and corresponds to the ratio of the rotational friction
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Fig. 2. A spherical bacterium with a single ﬂagellum characterized by the radius R, the
length L, and the pitch h. The pitch angle α is deﬁned via tanα = h/(2πR). The cell body
has radius Rb.
of the cell body (taken as a sphere with radius Rb and with friction coeﬃcient ξrot)
and the perpendicular friction of the ﬂagellar helix (with radius R and length L).
Importantly, within the approximations made, the drag opposing the movement
is entirely given by the ﬂagellum, an increase in either its length or radius reduces the
velocity. By contrast the size of the cell body increases the velocity, as its role is not
to provide friction but rather to take up the counter-torque allowing the ﬂagellum to
rotate against the cell body. If the sense of rotation is changed, the direction of motion
is reversed. However, at this point the ﬂexibility of the ﬂagella comes into play.
In general, the bacterium needs a mechanism to change direction. For bacteria
with a single ﬂagellum, it was recently shown that reversal of the sense of rotation of
the ﬂagellum leads to a buckling instability in the ﬂagellum that reorients the cell [31].
The corresponding pattern of motion is called run-reverse-ﬂick [32].
The case of bacteria with many ﬂagella such as Escherichia coli is much better
studied. The ﬂagella of E. coli form a bundle and rotate collectively, powering directed
motion, when their motors rotate counterclockwise. Upon clockwise rotation of one
or more motors the bundle dissolves and individual ﬂagella push the cell in diﬀer-
ent directions, resulting to a reorientation of the bacterium [28]. These reorientation
events called tumbles have short durations and are the basis of a random walk motion
called run-and-tumble, which is essential for chemotaxis (Sect. 6).
The idealized magnetotactic bacterium shown in Fig. 1 has two ﬂagella, one at
each pole, as it is the case in M. gryphiswaldense. When a bacterium reverses its
direction of motion in the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld, it keeps its orientation (due
to magnetic alignment) rather than performing a U-turn. Thus, a turn can be accom-
plished by a change of the direction of rotation of both ﬂagella, if they are active at
the same time. Alternatively, it could be accomplished by a switch from one ﬂagellum
pushing (or alternatively pulling) the cell body to the other, if it is always the rear
ﬂagellum (respectively the front ﬂagellum) that powers motion. The question how
two ﬂagella work together in such an organism has so far only been addressed in one
study, which favors the second mechanism [33].
4 Directionality: Alignment in an external field
The total magnetic moment of a magnetotactic bacterium with a chain of 20 magne-
tosomes of size 50 nm as above is 6.2× 10−16 Am2. Passive alignment of a magnetic
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Fig. 3. Orientation of a magnetotactic bacterium with magnetic moment m in an external
magnetic ﬁeld B. The alignment of the cell body and the swimming direction deviates from
the direction of the ﬁeld by an angle φ. This deviation is characterized by the Langevin
function given in Eq. (5), however, typically with an eﬀective temperature.
moment m in a (spatially homogeneous) magnetic ﬁeld B is characterized by the
energy
E = −m ·B = −mB cosφ. (4)
In their natural habitat, the magnetic ﬁeld is the ﬁeld of the Earth with a strength
of about 50μT. Thus, alignment of the body axis of the bacterium with the ﬁeld is
characterized by an energy of −3.1 × 10−20 J or −7.6 kBT (converting the units via
T = J A−1m−2 and assuming room temperature with kBT = 4.1 pN nm). Thus, a
magnetic ﬁeld of the strength of the Earth’s ﬁeld is in principle suﬃcient to passively
align magnetotactic bacteria against thermal ﬂuctuations and the magnetosome chain
can indeed function as a compass needle. We note however that even though the
alignment energy exceeds kBT , it can be overcome by external forces or additional
ﬂuctuations such as vorticity of the water or non-thermal ﬂuctuations arising from
the active motion of the bacteria themselves. We will come back to this issue below.
Passive alignment with an external ﬁeld is quantitatively characterized by the
normalized average energy or the expectation value of cosφ, with φ being the align-
ment angle (Fig. 3). This value is given by the so-called Langevin function, which was














The function is plotted in Fig. 3. The alignment of the bacteria and their trajec-
tories with the magnetic ﬁeld has been analyzed in several studies, which ﬁnd that
alignment is indeed described by Eq. (5), but only if a higher eﬀective tempera-
ture is used [35,36]. The eﬀective temperature values vary between studies and de-
pend on the magnetic moment that is assumed (or inferred from electron microscopy
images). An increased eﬀective temperature indicates that alignment of the swim-
ming direction is subject to ﬂuctuations that are of non-thermal origin, likely due to
the swimming of the bacteria. Consistent with this interpretation, one study found
that alignment of the cell body with the ﬁeld is better for dead bacteria than for
swimming bacteria [37]. Two recent observations describe a dependence of the align-
ment on the physiological conditions. On the one hand, our own preliminary data
(L. Landau et al., unpublished) indicate that the noise may depend on whether con-
ditions are oxic or anoxic. On the other hand, a mutant ofM. magnetotacticum lacking
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Fig. 4. Guidance of the swimming of a magnetotactic bacterium by the magnetic ﬁeld of
the Earth.
a chemotaxis gene showed a poorer alignment or an increased eﬀective temperature
compared to the wild type [38]. This was interpreted in terms of an active magne-
tosensory system, but since both strains exhibit ﬂuctuations beyond thermal ones,
the role of the corresponding gene could also be in the process that generates the
non-thermal noise.
We note that in a homogeneous ﬁeld, the ﬁeld only orients the bacteria, but does
not pull them. Thus, active swimming of the bacteria is required for directed motion,
but the magnetic ﬁeld deﬁnes the direction. Obviously, magnetotactic bacteria (or,
for that matter, any other magnetic objects) could also be steered by a magnetic ﬁeld
that is not spatially homogeneous (e.g. with a bar magnet). In that case, the gradient
of the magnetic ﬁeld provides an attractive force that pulls the bacteria in addition
to their swimming. Dead bacteria could be pulled in the same way. In a homogeneous
ﬁeld, however, dead bacteria only align, but do not move.
5 Magneto-aerotaxis
The role of magnetic navigation in bacteria becomes clearer if one considers that these
bacteria are microaerophilic, i.e. grow best under conditions of low (but non-zero)
oxygen concentration [39]. The preferred oxygen concentrations for magnetotactic
bacteria are in the range of a 1–20 μM, low compared to a saturation concentration
of oxygen in water of 216μM [13]. Indeed, their natural habitat is the oxic-anoxic
transition zone in layered aquatic environments, an area of great ecological diversity,
which is typically located in the upper region of the sediment (mud) at the bottom
of the water column [40]. As the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth has a vertical compo-
nent (which points downwards on the Northern hemisphere), swimming along the
ﬁeld lines carries the bacteria towards the preferred habitat (Fig. 4). A layered (or
stratiﬁed) water column is important for magnetotactic bacteria in two respects: It
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Fig. 5. Band formation in a capillary: (A) A capillary is closed at one end, but open
at the other, allowing an oxygen gradient to build up. The magnetic ﬁeld points towards
the closed end. Magnetotatcic bacteria accumulate in a band at their preferred oxygen
concentration. (B) Spatial proﬁle of the oxygen concentration and the bacterial density for
M. gryphiswaldense MSR-1 (from Ref. [13]).
allows an oxic-anoxic transition zone to form due to incomplete mixing in vertical di-
rection. In addition, turnover of the water column (e.g. due to turbulent ﬂow) would
be detrimental to the orientation of the bacteria with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld.
The situation found in the environment (without the sediment) can be recreated
in the lab using the capillary assay (Fig. 5(A)): Magnetotactic bacteria are placed
in a thin capillary that is open at one end, such that oxygen can be exchanged
with the surrounding air, but closed at the other. The capillary is placed in a well-
deﬁned homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld (with compensation of magnetic ﬁelds from the
surrounding) and the dynamics of the bacterial density or of individual bacteria is
then observed with a microscope [41].
An oxygen gradient builds up dynamically in the capillary due to oxygen diﬀusion
and consumption by respiration of the bacteria. For a magnetic ﬁeld pointing towards
the closed end of the capillary (the anoxic side), the oxygen gradient is antiparallel
to the magnetic ﬁeld as in the natural habitats on the Northern hemisphere. Mag-
netotactic bacteria form a band in such a situation [13,41–43], i.e. a region of high
bacterial density at a position where the local oxygen concentration corresponds to
the preferred concentration. Individual bacteria perform excursions out of the band
and back toward it. Figure 5(B) shows an example: a linear oxygen gradient and the
density proﬁle of bacteria, where the band is seen as a sharp peak.
Formation of such bands is common among bacteria that live in gradient environ-
ments, not only for oxygen, but also for gradients of other nutrients. Band formation
in oxygen gradients is not speciﬁc to magnetotactic bacteria, but is also seen in non-
magnetic species [44].
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To test whether the bacteria are directed towards the preferred location, i.e. the
band, by the oxygen gradient or by the magnetic ﬁeld, the magnetic ﬁeld can be
reversed after the band has formed. Originally this experiment was done with the
Magnetospirilla species that could be cultivated in the lab, the standard strains de-
scribed above. For these bacteria, the band was stable after reversal of the ﬁeld [42,43].
This observation indicates that the magnetic ﬁeld is not used to bias the bacteria’s
swimming towards the band, but rather that it only deﬁnes an axis of motion. Eﬀec-
tively the ﬁeld reduces the search for the location with the preferred oxygen concen-
tration (which is guided by the oxygen gradient) from a three-dimensional search to
a one-dimensional one. This behavior was therefore termed axial magneto-aerotaxis.
A recent twist to this classical result is that the behavior of the Magnetospirilla upon
ﬁeld reversal is dependent on the conditions under which the culture has been grown.
Grown under conditions closer to the natural ones, the magnetospirilla show a diﬀer-
ent behavior, namely polar magnetotaxis, discussed below, or a mixture of polar and
axial magneto-aerotaxis [13,45].
A diﬀerent response to the ﬁeld reversal was observed later for another strain of
magnetotactic bacteria, magnetotactic cocci, MC-1 [43]. These bacteria form a band
just like the Magnetospirilla, but upon reversal of the ﬁeld, they swim away from the
location of the band in both directions. In our recent study comparing 12 diﬀerent
strains, this behavior was found to be the most frequent one (seen in 7 out of 12
strains) [13]. That the bacteria swim away from their preferred oxygen concentration
clearly demonstrates that their motion is not directed by the oxygen gradient. In-
stead the direction of motion is determined by the magnetic ﬁeld, which appears to
function as a proxy for the oxygen gradient. Use of the magnetic ﬁeld as a proxy is
ﬁne under natural conditions, where the ﬁeld is antiparallel to the oxygen gradient,
but results in persistent swimming in the wrong direction after ﬁeld reversal. We
note that even though the direction of swimming is independent of the gradient of
the oxygen concentration, it does depend on the local oxygen concentration itself,
as cells on the oxic and anoxic side of the band swim (predominantly) in opposite
directions. Since the magnetic ﬁeld determines the direction and polarity of motion,
this behavior is called polar magnetotaxis (or dipolar magnetotaxis to distinguish it
from the unipolar behavior described next).
In addition to these two behaviors, our comparison of diﬀerent strains [13] showed
several additional ones: In unipolar magnetoaerotaxis (seen for 3 out of 12 strains),
upon ﬁeld reversal the bacteria swim away from the location of the band in one direc-
tion only, oxic (two strains) or anoxic (one strain). In two cases, combinations of axial
and polar or axial and unipolar behavior are seen, such that the band is retained by
a subpopulation, while the rest of the population swims away. Whether the diﬀerent
behaviors of individual cells reﬂect diﬀerences in their individual histories such as
previous exposure to an oxygen gradient or point towards a survival strategy (bet
hedging) under unpredictable conditions (with conﬂicting environmental signal) is an
open question. Unfortunately, so far no obvious correlation was found between the
diﬀerent magnetotactic behaviors and the morphology of the cells or their motility
apparatus [13].
6 Modeling magneto-aerotaxis
Aerotaxis and magneto-aerotaxis can be seen as types of chemotaxis for oxygen and,
thus, can be described mathematically in similar form (see Refs. [46,47] for intro-
ductions to chemotaxis). In the simplest case, the bacteria in the capillary can be
described by one-dimensional dynamics [41,48,49], so that only two densities of bac-
teria, those swimming to the left and to the right, ρL(x, t) and ρR(x, t), respectively,
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need to be considered. This description is valid for magnetotaxis when the magnetic
ﬁeld is parallel or antiparallel to the capillary axis (it can be used for other cases
by considering the projection of the velocity). In addition, the oxygen concentration
















− k(c)(ρL + ρR). (8)
The ﬁrst two equations describe the left- and right-swimming bacteria with terms for
the drift velocity and for changes of direction. vL and vR are the velocities of the left-
and right-swimming bacteria and kLR and kRL are the rates at which the direction
of motion is changed (reversed). Both velocities and reversal rates can in principle
depend on the oxygen concentration, the gradient of the oxygen concentration and
the magnetic ﬁeld. The third equation describes the diﬀusion of oxygen and its con-
sumption by respiration of the bacteria. Here, D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of oxygen
in water and k(c) is the rate of respiration. A Michaelis-Menten dependence of the
respiration rate on the oxygen concentration is assumed, k(c) = kmaxc/(K+c), which
makes sure that consumption of oxygen ceases when the oxygen concentration drops
to zero. The following boundary conditions are used: The oxygen concentration is
ﬁxed at the saturated value at the left (open) end and the ﬂux of bacteria through
both ends of the capillary vanishes, as does the ﬂux of oxygen at the right (closed)
end.
The dynamics of the oxygen concentration is aﬀected by the dynamics of the
bacteria as the bacteria determine the spatial dependence of the oxygen consumption.
For a sharp band at the preferred oxygen concentration c∗ of the bacteria, a linear
oxygen concentration proﬁle is obtained and the balance between the diﬀusive ﬂux of
oxygen to the band and oxygen consumption in the band sets the slope of the linear
proﬁle and thus the position of the band.
The dependence of the bacterial density on oxygen is more subtle and depends
on the intracellular signal processing of the bacteria, which in turn is reﬂected
in the parameter dependencies of vL,R(c, ∂xc,B) and kLR,RL(c, ∂xc,B). Here we
will assume that the swimming speed is independent of the direction of motion
(vR = −vL) and of the local oxygen concentration, as it is often the case for chemo-
tactic motility. The paradigm for chemotactic motility is the run and tumble mo-
tion of Escherichia coli: These bacteria perform random walks consisting of phases
of straight swimming (runs) and phases of rapid reorientation (tumbles) [47,50], as
shown in Fig. 6. In a chemical gradient, runs are longer, when the bacterium swims
up a gradient of a chemoattractant and shorter when it swims up a gradient of a
repellent, which eﬀectively biases the motion up or down the gradient, respectively.
It is not clear whether magnetotactic bacteria make use of the run and tumble mech-
anism. As mentioned above, other strategies to generate (biased) random walks have
been observed in other bacteria [51] as well as chemotactic eukaryotic cells [52,53].
Moreover, the average speed of some strains of magnetotactic bacteria is higher for
bacteria swimming towards the band from the oxic side than the speed of bacteria
swimming towards the band on the anoxic side and of bacteria swimming away from
the band on either side [13,41], so the speed might contribute to biasing the swim-
ming direction. Nevertheless, here we make a simpliﬁcation and take the bias in the
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Fig. 6. Run and tumble motion in bacterial chemotaxis: (A) Bacterial random walk con-
sisting of phases of straight swimming (runs) and phases of rapid reorientation (tumbles,
indicated by stars). (B) The duration of runs is longer, when the bacterium swims against
a gradient of a chemoattractant, biasing the random walk up the gradient. (C) In aerotaxis,
the direction of the bias depends on whether the local oxygen concentration is larger or
smaller than a preferred oxygen concentration, thus biasing the motion towards regions with
the preferred oxygen concentration.
motion that guides the bacteria towards the band to be due to the reversal rates, as
in the chemotaxis of E. coli.
In contrast to chemotaxis towards chemoattractors (such as food), here we have
oxygen as an attractor at low concentration but as a repellent at high concentrations.
Therefore, the switching rates must be diﬀerent for oxygen concentrations higher
and lower than the preferred concentration, c∗, which implies a dependence of the
switching rates on the oxygen concentration in addition to a possible dependence on
the gradient. The exact dependence on the oxygen concentration is unknown, so we
assume a step-function dependence with just two values for the switching rates, a
high and low value such that under normal conditions (magnetic ﬁeld antiparallel
to oxygen gradient) and with the open end to the left, kLR is high and kRL is low
for at oxygen concentrations exceeding c∗. For c < c∗, the two values are switched.
The second ingredient to describing a bias towards the band is a vectorial quantity
that serves as directional reference. This quantity can be either the magnetic ﬁeld (for
polar magnetotaxis) or the oxygen gradient (for axial magnetotaxis or pure aerotaxis).




klow for c < c
∗ and ∇c · ex < 0
khigh for c < c
∗ and ∇c · ex > 0
klow for c > c
∗ and ∇c · ex > 0
khigh for c > c
∗ and ∇c · ex < 0
(9)




klow for c < c
∗ and B · ex > 0
khigh for c < c
∗ and B · ex < 0
klow for c > c
∗ and B · ex < 0
khigh for c > c
∗ and B · ex > 0
(10)
for the polar case. In these expressions ex denotes a unit vector to the right. In all
cases kRL has the opposite value (high/low) than kLR.
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Fig. 7. Band formation in a model for magneto-aerotaxis in a capillary that is open at its left
end (x = 0) and closed at the right end (x = 40 mm, not shown in the plots): (A,B) Formation
of the band (peak in bacterial density, light grey) and the oxygen gradient (black dashed) via
the axial and the polar mechanisms, starting at t = 0 with a homogeneous bacterial density
and an initial oxygen gradient [13]. (C,D) Behavior of the band after reversal of the magnetic
ﬁeld (indicated by the arrows). In all four plots, the bacterial density is shown at discrete
times, indicated by the labels next to the peaks of the bacterial density; the corresponding
curve for the oxygen gradient is the one approaching zero in close proximity to that peak.
Equations (6)–(8) describe the formation of the band as well as its behavior after
the magnetic ﬁeld is switched (Fig. 7). Notably, a sharp band forms rather quickly at a
position that depends on the initial conditions (in particular the oxygen concentration
in the capillary) and then moves towards the stationary position. In Fig. 7, there is
initially no oxygen in the capillary and the bacteria are homogeneously distributed.
The slight movement of the band toward the open end (which is seen to continue a bit
after ﬁeld reversal) is due to the increase in the number of bacteria in the band, which
leads to increased oxygen consumption, which in turn requires a steeper gradient for
the balance of oxygen supply (by diﬀusion) and consumption. If the initial oxygen
concentration in the system is high, two bands form that move in opposite directions,
consuming the excess oxygen. One band will eventually reach the closed end of the
capillary and then dissolve. With the reversal rates given by Eq. (9), the band is
independent of the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld and therefore stable against ﬁeld
reversal. With the rates from Eq. (10), the bacterial density follows the ﬁeld and the
bias of motion is reversed with the reversal of the ﬁeld, resulting in two bands that
move away toward both ends of the capillary, getting broader on the way. In this case,
the oxygen gradient does not aﬀect the reversal rates and thus the directional bias of
the motion. Rather the magnetic ﬁeld serves as a proxy for the oxygen gradient and
following the ﬁeld replaces gradient sensing.
Unipolar behavior is obtained in the model when the reversal rates depend on the
direction of the oxygen gradient on one side of the band and on the magnetic ﬁeld
on the other. Such a model would be appropriate if two separate sensing systems
for oxygen gradients are in place and used at high and low oxygen concentration,
respectively, that can individually be replaced by following the magnetic ﬁeld as a
proxy. Identifying these sensing systems is a task for future work. So far, little is known
about the sensors and signals underlying magnetotaxis. One notable exception is the
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recent identiﬁcation of an essential chemotaxis operon in M. gryphiswaldense [45].
The observation of poorer alignment with the external ﬁeld in a mutant has also
been interpreted to indicate a role for the deleted gene in sensing [38], but other
interpretations remain possible, as discussed above.
To conclude this section, we note that in the discussion above, we have described
magneto-aerotaxis as a one-dimensional process. Within this approach, an angle
between the magnetic axis and the capillary axis (along which the gradient builds
up) can be included by considering the projection of the magnetic ﬁeld on the cap-
illary axis [41]. For a full three-dimensional description, one also has to consider the
alignment of the bacteria with the ﬁeld, and in particular the deviations from perfect
alignment. In some cases, such deviations are crucial, for example to sense an oxygen
gradient if the magnetic ﬁeld is perpendicular to the gradient (as it is the case at the
equator) or to circumvent obstacles, a situation that is typical for cells living in the
sediment [54].
7 From magnetotactic bacteria to synthetic
magnetic microswimmers
The swimming of bacteria has long served as an inspiration for the design of synthetic
or hybrid (partly biological, partly synthetic) microswimmers [55]. Speciﬁcally, mag-
netic ﬁelds provide an attractive mechanism for steering swimmers in a technological
context as magnetic ﬁelds are easily applied externally. Thus in principle, any mag-
netic particle that is provided with a mechanism of propulsion could perform “mag-
netotactic” motion and move along ﬁeld lines of a (spatially homogeneous) magnetic
ﬁeld. This principle has been employed in hybrid swimmers where a (non-magnetic)
bacterium is attached to a magnetic particle [56]. We note that while steering a single
particle (or many particles going in the same direction) is simple with such systems,
steering multiple particles on independent trajectories is more diﬃcult, because the
external magnetic ﬁeld cannot address individual particles, but aﬀects all of them.
In addition to providing directionality, magnetic ﬁelds can also be used for propul-
sion. Speciﬁcally, spatially homogeneous, but rotating magnetic ﬁelds have been used
to propell magnetic particles with helical shape resembling bacterial ﬂagella (chi-
ral swimmers or micro-/nanopropellers) [57,58]. While such particles are not strictly
autonomous swimmers, they are also not subject to an external force that drives them.
Rather, via their translation-rotation coupling, they convert an external torque into
a translational motion. Even though this mechanism of propulsion has ﬁrst been used
for helical particles, the helical shape is not necessary, but a chirality of the shape is.
In fact, recent work of our groups has shown that rapid propulsion can be achieved
by selecting good swimmers from a population of particles with random shapes [59].
The fastest swimmers selected in this way exhibited speeds comparable to or even
exceeding those of designed magnetic microswimmers [60]. (Since speeds are trivially
proportional to particle size and actuation frequency, dimensionless speeds were used
for that comparison by normalizing the observed speeds with the particle size and
the rotation frequency of the ﬁeld.) Mathematical optimization of the shape of helical
microswimmers for rapid propulsion has shown that slender helices with a pitch com-
parable to their length should swim fastest [61]. Indeed some of the best propellers
selected from the random shapes show a weak resemblance to such slender helices.
Propellers with helical shape as well as random shapes can only follow the rotation
of the magnetic ﬁeld up to a critical rotation frequency, for which the maximal speed
is obtained [59,62]. If the ﬁeld is rotated with a frequency exceeding this critical
frequency, the propeller rotates with a smaller frequency and therefore also moves
with reduced speed. Due to that nonlinear dependence of the speed on the actuation
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frequency, propellers with diﬀerent critical frequencies can be steered independently
by using multiple actuation frequencies [63,64]. The optimal strategy of control, for
minimizing control time as well as the amount of required excursions away from the
desired path, is to use the critical frequencies [64].
8 Concluding remarks
In summary, magnetotactic bacteria provide an interesting model system to study
the role of physical forces in biological function. Importantly, the physical forces can
provide new functions, but, at same time, they come with their intrinsic constraints
that other cellular processes may have to deal with. Here, a good example is cell
division, where attractive magnetic forces must be overcome [19] and the magnetic
organization must be preserved in both daughter cells [65]. Swimming of these bacteria
is subject to magnetic orientation, which allows to steer them to their preferred
habitat, the oxic-anoxic transition zone, as (on the Northern hemisphere) the oxygen
gradient in aquatic environments and the magnetic ﬁeld are antiparallel. Interestingly,
the largest fraction of the strains studied follows the magnetic ﬁeld rather than sensing
the oxygen gradient, suggesting that such proxy use is advantageous in some way. One
can speculate that the magnetic ﬁeld is the preferred directional clue because it is more
stable and not perturbed by water movements as the gradient of the concentration
of dissolved oxygen.
This minireview is an extended and revised version of our lecture notes for the DFG SPP 1726
summer school 2015 in Ju¨lich [66]. The authors acknowledge support by the DFG priority
program SPP 1726 “Microswimmers – from single particle motion to collective behavior”
(grant No. FA 835/7-1 and KL 818/2-1) and by the European Research Council through
Starting Grant 256915-MB2 (to D.F.).
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